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In this much-anticipated follow-up to his first book, Ashtanga Yoga: Practice and Philosophy,
Gregor Maehle offers a detailed and multifaceted guide to Ashtanga Yoga’s Intermediate Series.
An expert yogi and teacher, Maehle will guide you to your next level with an unprecedented
depth of anatomical explanation and unparalleled attention to the practice’s philosophical and
mythological heritage. You will learn:• The background and applications of each of the three
forms of yoga: Karma, Bhakti, and Jnana• How to use Indian myth and cosmology to deepen
your practice• The importance of the Sanskrit language to the yogic tradition• The mythology
behind the names of the Intermediate Series postures• The functions and limitations of body
parts integral to the Intermediate Series, including the spine, the sacroiliac joint, the shoulder
joint, and the hip joint• How to reap the full benefits of practicing the Intermediate SeriesMaehle
meticulously explores all twenty-seven postures of the Intermediate Series through photos,
anatomical line drawings, and practical, informative sidebars. He also discusses the
philosophical and spiritual background of Ashtanga Yoga and places the practice within the
context of Indian cultural history. With passionate erudition, Maehle will prepare you to reap
physical, spiritual, and mental fulfillment from your evolving practice.

“Gregor Maehle’s Ashtanga Yoga — The Intermediate Series is a treasure chest of practical
gems. He weaves together important insights into the anatomy and form of the yoga postures
with the contemplative and internal aspects of yoga practice. Tying together philosophy, myth,
and subtle practices, he gives the student an ever-deepening experience of the true tradition of
yoga.”— Richard Freeman, founder of the Yoga Workshop in Boulder, Colorado“Gregor
Maehle’s first book, Ashtanga Yoga: Practice and Philosophy, was a valuable and welcome
addition to the available resources on Ashtanga Yoga. His latest book, Ashtanga Yoga — The
Intermediate Series, guides us further down the path, leading deeper into the realms of this
dynamic system. Gregor’s concise and insightful explanations of the practice, theory, philosophy,
and anatomical details of Ashtanga Yoga bring to life the beauty and elegance found within the
minutiae of the practice. Thank you again, Gregor!”— David Swenson, author of Ashtanga Yoga:
The Practice Manual“I was pleased to find that once again Gregor Maehle has done an excellent
job of presenting the traditional method of Ashtanga Yoga. This book provides a wealth of
background information essential for building the context needed to fully benefit from this
profound method of yoga — to prepare the soil so the practice bears the intended fruit. Students
need to do the work of reading and studying the ancient texts in order to fully appreciate the
practice, to have a context in which it can fit. This book helps to fill in many of those blanks. I
salute Gregor for his hard work and his studiousness and thank him for helping to maintain the
authentic, traditional practice, thus enabling students to have the intended experience of this



great form of yoga.”— Chuck Miller, Ashtanga Yoga teacher, senior student of Shri K. Pattabhi
Jois since 1980--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorGregor Maehle has
studied yoga since 1982, focusing on Ashtanga Yoga since 1990. He spent several years in
India studying the many branches of yoga under various masters, including K. Pattabhi Jois, B.
N. S. Iyengar, and B. K. S. Iyengar. He is the author of Ashtanga Yoga: Practice and Philosophy
and the cofounder and director of 8 Limbs Ashtanga Yoga in Perth, Australia, where he lives. --
This text refers to the paperback edition.
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More Praise forAshtanga Yoga — The Intermediate Series“I was pleased to find that once again
Gregor Maehle has done an excellent job of presenting the traditional method of Ashtanga Yoga.
This book provides a wealth of background information essential for building the context needed
to fully benefit from this profound method of yoga — to prepare the soil so the practice bears the
intended fruit. Students need to do the work of reading and studying the ancient texts in order to
fully appreciate the practice, to have a context in which it can fit. This book helps to fill in many of
those blanks. I salute Gregor for his hard work and his studiousness and thank him for helping to
maintain the authentic, traditional practice, thus enabling students to have the intended
experience of this great form of yoga.”— Chuck Miller, Ashtanga Yoga teacher,senior student of
Shri K. Pattabhi Jois since 1980“Gregor Maehle presents a carefully crafted and thoroughly
researched view of the Ashtanga Yoga Intermediate Series. The first available book on the topic,
this is a great guide for students of Ashtanga Yoga and a valuable resource for all yoga
practitioners wishing to study the Intermediate Series in more detail. The anatomical
explanations, illustrations, and technical assistance will be very beneficial for many students and
teachers alike.”— Kino MacGregor, founder of Miami Life Center and creator ofinstructional
Ashtanga Yoga DVDs“I wish this book had been around when I was introduced to the
Intermediate Series. It is immensely informative — a must-read for every practitioner who would
like to look beyond the form. When embarking on the journey of the Intermediate Series, one
intuitively understands that there is a depth to this practice that is beyond words. This book has
given me great insight into the richness and interconnectedness of our practice and helped me
understand why I have always felt this way.”— Angelika Knoerzer, director of North Sydney
YogaASHTANGA YOGAThe Intermediate SeriesASHTANGA YOGAThe Intermediate
SeriesMythology, Anatomy, and PracticeGregor Maehlewith Dr. Monica Gauci,
chiropractorCopyright © 2009 by Gregor MaehleAll rights reserved. This book may not be
reproduced in whole or in part, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any
means — electronic, mechanical, or other — without written permission from the publisher,
except by a reviewer, who may quote brief passages in a review.The material in this book is
intended for education. It is not meant to take the place of diagnosis and treatment by a qualified
medical practitioner or therapist. No expressed or implied guarantee as to the effects of the use
of the recommendations can be given nor liability taken.Photographs by Adrian KatIllustrations
by Toby GibsonComposition by Tona Pearce MyersLibrary of Congress Cataloging-in-
Publication DataMaehle, Gregor.Ashtanga yoga—the intermediate series : mythology, anatomy,
and practice / Gregor Maehle with Dr. Monica Gauci, chiropractor.2009038441New World
Library is a proud member of the Green Press Initiative.10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1To our ancient
mother, India — origin of civilizationlong before our written history dawned,abode of the noble
ones (aryas),land who brought forth an endless stream of sagesand liberated ones (rishis), who
produced the manifold sciences (vidyas)and the language of wisdom (sanskrita), and who does



not ceaseto provide paths for those who dare.May there dawn a new age that reveals again your
original splendor.This book is intended for those who generally want to learn more about the
Ashtanga system and for those who are practicing the Intermediate Series but are isolated from
daily contact with a senior teacher. This book cannot replace such a teacher, however. Yoga can
be learned only through personal instruction and not from a book, DVD, or website, as such
media cannot give feedback. Without feedback, students cannot correct their mistakes, of which
there will be many in the beginning. This book can only add to the information that you get from
your teacher.This book is not a substitute for medical advice. Seek advice from a doctor before
commencing exercise. The author and publisher disclaim any liability for injury or other loss
resulting from performing the exercises described in this book.CONTENTS
Acknowledgments Preface IntroductionPART 1 Roots 1 Jnana, Bhakti, and
Karma: The Three Forms of Yoga 2 Using Indian Myth and Cosmology to Deepen Your
Practice 3 Sanskrit: The Sacred Language of Yoga 4 The Mythology of the
Intermediate Postures 5 The Antiquity of Ashtanga Vinyasa YogaPART 2 Practice 6
Anatomy: Understanding the Capabilities and Limitations of Your Body 7 Respiratory
Movements and the Breath 8 Reaping the Benefits of the Intermediate SeriesPART 3 The
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Posture) Ushtrasana (Camel Posture) Laghu Vajrasana (Little Thunderbolt
Posture) Kapotasana (Pigeon Posture) Supta Vajrasana (Reclining Thunderbolt
Posture) Second Connective Section Bakasana (Crane Posture)
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Monica, for contributing valuable information in the fields of anatomy and asana and for her
relentless pursuit of knowledge.PREFACEAfter my first book, Ashtanga Yoga: Practice and
Philosophy, was published, many readers approached me requesting that I write a book on the
intricacies of the Intermediate Series of Ashtanga Yoga.During the writing of this new book,
which took more than two years, it became apparent to me that so much that we know today
about yoga goes back to the late Shri T. Krishnamacharya. Although I never studied with the
great master, I had the great fortune of working with four of his students, B.N. S. Iyengar, K.
Pattabhi Jois, B.K. S. Iyengar, and A. G. Mohan.In this book I am attempting to present the
original, integrative yoga that became fractured following Krishnamacharya’s demise in 1989.
You will find ever present in this book T. Krishnamacharya’s emphasis on learning scripture,
devotion, understanding Sanskrit, adapting the practice to the individual, and doing whatever is
reasonable and beneficial to the student.Although I made every effort to present this yoga in its
original true form, I am aware that my representation does not even come close to the master’s
learning and understanding.INTRODUCTIONMy aim in writing this book is to supply Ashtanga
Yoga practitioners and teachers with the information they need to practice the Intermediate
Series of this yoga safely and effectively. To this end, I have included extensive descriptions of all
the postures that make up this series and in-depth discussions, in Western anatomical terms, of
the main themes.This book also informs the reader of the larger context in which the
Intermediate Series and Ashtanga Yoga in general exist, which consists not only of the
mythological basis of the Intermediate Series but also the relationship of Ashtanga Yoga to other
forms of yoga. It explains the role of asana practice — specifically that of the Intermediate Series
— in relation to the spiritual path of the practitioner.The book is divided into three parts. Part 1
covers the spiritual and mythological foundations of this yoga; part 2 discusses the anatomical
and other practical issues of the practice; and part 3 provides a detailed description of the
postures of the Intermediate Series. With its varied content, this book will interest not only
intermediate practitioners but also those who would like to learn more about Ashtanga Yoga in
general and Ashtanga Vinyasa Yoga specifically.Regardless of the use to which you put this
book, I encourage you to consult my first book, Ashtanga Yoga: Practice and Philosophy. It
describes the Primary Series of Ashtanga Yoga, which needs to be mastered before undertaking
the Intermediate Series. It also contains a commentary on Patanjali’s Yoga Sutra, the defining
text of yoga philosophy, as well as an essay on yoga history.Origins of Ashtanga YogaMost
Indians identify the ancient seer Patanjali as the father of all yogas. Traditionally, they have
viewed Patanjali as a semi-divine being, a manifestation of Ananta, the serpent of infinity.
Patanjali displayed an incredible level of mastery in compiling the Yoga Sutra; he also published
texts on Sanskrit grammar and Ayurvedic medicine. Thus you can think of Patanjali as a master
of advanced yoga techniques, a professor of various branches of classical knowledge, and a
mythological, semi-divine being all wrapped in one. The Indian masters I have studied with
report that Patanjali lived six thousand years ago, though some Western scholars claim that he
lived more recently.Ashtanga Yoga can be traced all the way back to Patanjali. Ashtanga Yoga is



mentioned in many ancient texts, such as the Mahabharata, the longest Indian epic. These
references make it clear that the term Ashtanga was always used to refer to Patanjali’s yoga.
Ashtanga is derived from the Sanskrit words ashtau, meaning “eight,” and anga, meaning “limb.”
These words describe the essence of Ashtanga Yoga — a discipline built of eight distinct
practices, or limbs. The postures, or asanas, that most Westerners associate with the term yoga
make up only one of these eight limbs.The following are the eight limbs as described by
Patanjali:1Restraints (Yamas)Observances (Niyamas)Postures (Asanas)Breath extension
(Pranayama)Internal focus (Pratyahara)Concentration (Dharana)Meditation (Dhyana)Ecstasy
(Samadhi)I say more about these limbs in short order.One of the outstanding features of Indian
spiritual traditions such as yoga is that through the ages their practices have adapted to meet
the changing requirements of an evolving society. Ashtanga Yoga is no different, and in the past
few millennia it has taken many forms. For example, a fairly recent form, only about one
thousand years old, is Hatha Yoga, a Tantric yoga that focuses on the body and proper
execution of elaborate techniques. One of Hatha Yoga’s defining texts, the Hatha Yoga
Pradipika, calls the practice a “ladder” for those who want to reclaim the heights of Ashtanga
Yoga.2Another school or mode of Ashtanga Yoga is Ashtanga Vinyasa Yoga — the practice that
is the subject of this book. Today this school is often called simply Ashtanga Yoga. This
abbreviated form of the name is a bit confusing because it could refer to either Ashtanga Yoga
as a whole or the subdivision that is Ashtanga Vinyasa Yoga. The term Ashtanga Yoga is now
universally accepted, and that’s the one I use in this book. The reader will have to judge from
context whether Ashtanga refers to the general mantle of Patanjali’s yoga or the specific
discipline of Ashtanga Vinyasa Yoga.Ashtanga Vinyasa Yoga was founded by the seer Vamana,
who according to my Indian preceptors lived four thousand years ago. During that period, cities
in India were growing rapidly, and as a result the people felt increasing demands on their time.3
The society needed a practice that encompassed all the elements of Patanjali’s original yoga but
took up less time. Rishi Vamana fulfilled this need by introducing the concept of vinyasa in his
text Yoga Korunta.In vinyasa, postures (asanas, the third limb) are combined with internal
muscular contractions (bandhas) and breath control or extension (pranayama, the fourth limb) to
form what are called “seals” (mudras). The postures are performed in particular sequences and
further combined with focal points (drishtis) for the eyes. These modifications “turbo-charge” the
postures. When practiced correctly with the fifth and sixth limbs (pratyahara, the sense
withdrawal technique, and dharana, the concentration technique that involves listening to the
breath), the postures lead to a meditative state (dhyana, the seventh limb). Over time the regular
practice of these integrated limbs purifies the mind and body and eventually leads to ecstasy
(samadhi, the eighth limb).The following section presents an overview of the eight limbs of
Ashtanga Yoga; a more detailed exploration appears in chapter 1.The Eight LimbsPatanjali had
achieved the state of samadhi, which refers to an experience of oceanic or divine ecstasy. Today
the term ecstasy often connotes a drug-induced state of euphoria or the peak of sexual
pleasure, but there is a passage in the scriptures wherein samadhi is said to have about a trillion



times the intensity of sexual pleasure.4 In other words, it is far beyond anything you can imagine
in normal experience. Because he existed continually in this state of absolute freedom, Patanjali
described a path that could lead all of us to it. He asked himself, Which state immediately
precedes divine ecstasy? The answer was meditation (dhyana). Samadhi is our true nature, but
we cannot receive it if our minds are too busy to listen, he reasoned; therefore, the path to
samadhi lies in quieting the mind, which is accomplished when one achieves the state of relaxed
openness that occurs in meditation.Patanjali then asked himself, Which state immediately
precedes dhyana? The answer was concentration (dharana). Concentration is the state that
enables one to stay in meditation (or in any other state, for that matter). Many people achieve a
spontaneous meditative state for split seconds only. The goal is to perpetuate that state, and that
is made possible by dharana.What does one need for concentration to arise? One needs inward
focus (pratyahara), answered Patanjali; concentration is destroyed by outward
distractions.Patanjali then inquired, What state is the prerequisite for inward focus? The answer
was easy. Since the mind goes wherever the breath or its subtle equivalent, prana, goes, one
needs breath regulation (pranayama) to achieve inward focus.Which state is necessary for one
to practice breath regulation? asked Patanjali finally. Since breath and prana are dispersed in an
unhealthy body, and health is produced by the practice of postures, the answer was
asana.Patanjali saw that these six steps had to be placed on a foundation of ethical guidelines
governing one’s inner and outer life. On this basis he stipulated the first two limbs, the restraints
(yamas) and observances (niyamas). Without these limbs as the foundation for the others, all
the benefit accrued by practicing the other six limbs would likely be lost.Although Patanjali
conceived of the eight limbs from the top down, we must practice them from the bottom up,
starting with the ethical precepts of yama and niyama.The Russian-Doll Model of the Eight
LimbsPatanjali portrayed the eight limbs of yoga as sequential in nature, which can be
understood through the following metaphor: Conditioned existence was likened to confinement
in a prison tower, with yoga as the means of escape; practicing the first limb was like dangling a
silken thread from the tower, practicing the second like tying a thicker cotton thread to the silken
one, practicing the third like following the cotton thread with a cord, and so on until the strong
rope of the seventh limb allowed you to descend. In this metaphor, which I introduced in
Ashtanga Yoga: Practice and Philosophy, the limbs of yoga are introduced sequentially and
shown to work one after the other. This is a workable model, but it has its limitations; in
particular, it insinuates that each limb of yoga is abandoned once the next one is achieved. But
one cannot abandon any of the limbs until one has achieved all of them and is about to enter
objectless samadhi, the highest form of samadhi. Those of us who haven’t yet achieved
objectless samadhi need to practice the lower limbs as we progress through the higher ones.A
useful way to understand this aspect of the limbs is to think of the limbs as a set of Matryoshka
dolls. These Russian nesting dolls are usually painted wooden figures, each of which can be
pulled apart to reveal another, smaller figure of the same sort inside. When the outermost doll is
opened, we find another doll in it; that second doll opens to reveal another inside it; and so on. If



we think of yoga’s eight limbs as similar to these Russian dolls, the outermost doll would be the
first limb, yama, and the last, innermost one would be the concluding limb, samadhi. Each
successive doll is contained within the dolls outside it, just as each successive limb is supported
by the already perfected limbs that lead to it. As you progress in your practice, each new limb
brings you further along your path only if you adhere to it within the context of the earlier limbs or
stages.The Importance of AsanaModern (and particularly modern Western) practitioners of
yoga can easily jump to the conclusion that yoga postures are mere gymnastic exercises,
without spiritual or philosophical significance. One purpose of this book is to correct this
misconception, to make it very clear that the asanas are part of a spiritual culture that aims at
nothing short of bringing practitioners to a state of complete and absolute freedom in which they
realize their innermost divine potential.For the majority of modern people, mere sitting in
meditation is not sufficient to achieve any lasting spiritual progress or transformation. If you
practice only sitting meditation or self-inquiry or the study of scripture, you can easily fool
yourself about your state of attainment. True knowledge is not something that occurs in one’s
mind alone; it has a physical dimension as well. The Armenian mystic George I. Gurdjieff
expressed this in the words, “True knowledge is of a chemical nature.”5 What he meant is that
authentic knowledge has a biochemical and bioelectrical component; it has substance. This
component is what traditional yogis called siddhi, which is sometimes translated as
“supernatural power” or “proof.” Asana lays the groundwork for achieving the biochemical and
bioelectrical changes in our bodies that are necessary for gaining true knowledge.Sitting in
meditation is sufficient only for those fit to practice Jnana Yoga. The term Jnana Yoga is more
closely investigated in chapter 1, but in a nutshell it refers to gaining freedom by the mere
contemplation of the fact that one’s true self is identical with the infinite, pure consciousness,
without resorting to any other techniques. Jnana Yoga and the associated seated meditation
(that is, sitting upright with the head, neck, and spine in one line) can be practiced only if one’s
intelligence is completely freed from the stains of rajas (frenzies) and tamas (dullness).6 If you
are not tainted by these states, go right ahead and try to achieve samadhi through sitting. If,
however, your intellect oscillates, as mine does, between frenzy and dullness (with some bright
moments in between), then the practice of asana will be useful for you.7Richard Freeman, in his
collection of discourses called Yoga Matrix, likened the practice of postures to going through
your body with a fine-tooth comb. Thoughts and emotions that are powered by rajas or tamas
leave imprints in your bodily tissue that make it more likely that rajasic or tamasic states will be
repeated. These imprints are released through posture practice, thus forming the bedrock for
higher yogic technique.Putting Technique in the Proper ContextThose who practice Ashtanga
Vinyasa Yoga (or any of the many other forms of Karma Yoga, a term that is explained in chapter
1) face a certain danger: becoming attached to technique. They can get comfortable with
repeating techniques that they have already mastered without ever relating them to the ultimate
purpose of the techniques, which is to allow the practitioner to abide in infinite consciousness.
The yogic techniques become empty of meaning and an end in themselves. In modern



Ashtanga Vinyasa practitioners, this may surface as a one-sided emphasis on asana practice
and a refusal to invest any time or energy in the higher limbs. It is unlikely that this is what
Patanjali wanted to see in students when he compiled the Yoga Sutra.Ironically, it is often those
yogis who have become very proficient at what they do who are most strongly attached to their
techniques. Their breathtakingly athletic skill in practicing postures has become the basis of their
self-image, and they are reluctant to progress to stages in which proficiency in asana is no
longer the point. Understandably, they don’t want to surrender their abilities and knowledge. But
this surrender is necessary if one wishes to progress along the spiritual path. According to
Patanjali, one must undergo paravairagya (a complete letting go) to achieve super-cognitive
(objectless) samadhi and through it liberation.In this book I try to counteract the tendency to get
caught up in technique, by reminding you that the purpose of asana is to recognize yourself as
infinite consciousness (jnana) and as a child of God (bhakti). The purpose of chapter 1 is to
convince you that the essence of all modes of Karma Yoga — everything you do to become free
and yourself, including asana — is still just jnana and bhakti, which are one. In chapter 4, you will
learn that the essence of each posture is its underlying divine form.An effective way to avoid an
attachment to technique is to place yourself right from the beginning in the service of one of the
aspects of the Supreme Being. You need to continually remind yourself that the ultimate purpose
of the eight limbs is not to become good at their execution. Their purpose is to realize the
Brahman. As Shri T. Krishnamacharya expressed it, “The eight limbs are the eight limbs of
Bhakti.”The Intermediate Series of PosturesThe Intermediate Series in Ashtanga Vinyasa Yoga
serves as an important part of the discipline that may lead to mastery of the eight limbs and,
ultimately, to liberation. Let’s now look briefly at the structure of the Intermediate Series, which I
cover in detail in chapter 6 and, of course, in part 3.The Intermediate Series is constructed of the
following elements:An opening consisting of some twisting (Pashasana) and forward bending
(Krounchasana)An extensive backbending sequence consisting of eight postures
(Shalabhasana, Bhekasana, Dhanurasana, Parshva Dhanurasana, Ushtrasana, Laghu
Vajrasana, Kapotasana, and Supta Vajrasana)A forward-curling arm balance (Bakasana) to
counteract the backbends, combined with some more twisting (Bharadvajasana and Ardha
Matsyendrasana)A leg-behind-head sequence consisting of three postures (Ekapada
Shirshasana, Dvipada Shirshasana, and Yoganidrasana)A dynamic forward bend (Tittibhasana)
to link the preceding and subsequent posturesAn arm-balance section consisting of four
postures (Pincha Mayurasana, Karandavasana, Mayurasana, and Nakrasana)A wind-down
consisting of a hip opener (Vatayanasana), another forward bend (Parighasana), a hip and
shoulder opener (Gaumukhasana), another twist (Supta Urdhva Pada Vajrasana), and a
sequence of headstands (Mukta Hasta Shirshasana and Baddha Hasta Shirshasana)The three
essential parts of the series are the backbends, leg-behind-head postures, and arm balances
(items 2, 4, and 6 above); the other four sections function mainly to connect and prepare. The
Intermediate Series strongly differs from the Primary Series, which is made up of forward-
bending postures and hip rotations.The Benefits of Practicing the Intermediate SeriesPracticing



the Intermediate Series yields many benefits to the gross body — that is, the body that is
perceptible to the senses. Your body will become healthier, stronger, leaner, and athletic, much
like that of a racehorse. And yes, of course, the shape of your derriere will also improve. (You
see, I know what motivates many modern yogis.) But let’s leave jokes aside and focus on what’s
really important: the effect of the Intermediate Series on the subtle body.The subtle body is
chiefly made up of chakras (energy centers), pranic currents called vayus (vital airs), and the
receptacles of the vayus, the nadis. Nadis are the conduits, or energy channels, of the subtle
body, along which the various forms of life force (prana) move. The nadis are clogged in most
people and must be purified if one is to progress to the higher limbs. The Intermediate Series
serves this function of purification; in Sanskrit it is called Nadi Shodhana, which means
“purification of the nadis.”Some have translated the term Nadi Shodhana as “purification of the
nervous system,” but this translation is problematic. The nadi system is much subtler than
Western anatomy’s nervous system. The nervous system refers to part of the gross body, which
is obviously very different from the subtle nadi system. Many nerve ganglions of the gross body
are several millimeters in diameter and can easily be seen by the naked eye. Nadis, on the other
hand, are considered to be one one-thousandth the diameter of a hair. As part of the subtle
body, they cannot be perceived by the senses.As one practices the Intermediate Series, and
later the Advanced Series and meditation exercises, the nadis are gradually purified. Since
prana ascends through the body via the nadis, this purification clears the way for prana to
ascend all the way to the crown chakra, a culmination that marks the physical dimension of
divine revelation or, in other words, of the state of liberation.The nadis also require balancing, so
that prana can flow through them evenly. The three primary nadis are the pingala (the right, or
solar, nostril), the ida (the left, lunar nostril), and the sushumna (the central energy channel).
When the breath flows predominantly through the pingala, the mind tends to adopt a solar or
fundamentalist attitude, which means adhering to one truth while overlooking the many other
truths.8 When the breath flows predominantly through the ida, the mind tends to adopt a lunar or
relativist attitude, which means that one is attracted by many truths but unable to pick the one
that is most appropriate in a given circumstance. During a samadhic state, there is no such
imbalance, because either the prana flows in the sushumna or, as some authorities maintain,
there is no pranic movement at all.When a race car driver prepares for a championship race, he
or she makes sure that the car is in perfect condition, ready for peak performance. The car is
taken apart to make sure that all its parts are clean and in working order. If there are any
blockages in the fuel ducts, air intakes, hoses, combustion chambers, exhaust pipes, or
manifolds, the parts are cleaned to unclog them; otherwise they will impinge on the optimal flow
of energy. In a similar way, if you see samadhi as the peak human experience and want to
achieve it as much as the race car driver wants to win the race, you must make sure your nadi
system is in top condition. If it isn’t, you either won’t have the mystical experience or won’t be
able to put it into context and integrate it into your life. This necessary cleansing and fine-tuning
of the nadi system is achieved by becoming proficient in the practice of the Intermediate Series



of postures. Thus the practice of this series helps lay the foundations for higher
yoga.Prerequisites for Practicing the Intermediate SeriesPracticing the Intermediate Series is
incredibly beneficial. However, just as a farmer must till and fertilize the soil before yielding the
harvest, you can reap the many benefits of the practice only if your ground — your mind and
body — is properly prepared. Before starting the Intermediate Series, you need to fulfill the
following three conditions:Be able to correctly practice all the postures of the Primary Series (as
explained in Ashtanga Yoga: Practice and Philosophy).Attain Yoga Chikitsa (yoga therapy), the
goal of the Primary Series, by practicing the Primary Series for a sufficient length of time.Have
built a sufficient amount of strength and endurance.Let’s look at each of these conditions
separately.PROFICIENT PERFORMANCE OF POSTURESAttempting the Intermediate Series
too soon is like building a second story on a house before the concrete in the supporting pillars
of the first story has cured. Inevitably, your building will soon show cracks. The cardinal postures
of the Primary Series are Pashimottanasana and Baddhakonasana, and you should display
sufficient proficiency in these two postures. It is difficult, however, to define the required level of
proficiency. You need to be flexible enough in both forward bending and hip rotation so that you
can satisfactorily perform the three energetically most effective and important postures of the
Primary Series, namely Marichyasana D, Supta Kurmasana (which includes Kurmasana, a
vinyasa of Supta Kurmasana), and Garbhapindasana. You can read about the importance of
these three postures in Ashtanga Yoga: Practice and Philosophy.ATTAINMENT OF YOGA
CHIKITSAYoga Chikitsa means “yoga therapy” and refers to the process of eliminating the basic
causes of diseases and balancing the doshas in the body (vata, pitta, and kapha) and gunas in
the mind (tamas, rajas, and sattva) through regular practice of postures. Some dancers,
gymnasts, and very flexible people can do the postures of the Primary Series right at the
beginning. But this is not enough. They need to practice the Primary Series until the health and
balance of Yoga Chikitsa is achieved.Patanjali lists the obstacles to yoga.9 The first, sickness,
results primarily from an imbalance of the doshas; Yoga Chikitsa improves this balance. Attaining
Yoga Chikitsa does not mean that you will never become sick again, since disease stems
primarily from its root cause, the mind, and also from the environment and from karmic
influences. Yoga Chikitsa will, however, improve your health and increase your resistance to
disease and your capacity to recover quickly.Yoga Chikitsa can be obtained by practicing the
complete Primary Series every day for approximately one year. Please note that this is only a
rough guideline, and the time required varies from person to person. Only a qualified teacher
can determine if you have achieved Yoga Chikitsa.Patanjali states that practice can succeed
only when it is sustained uninterruptedly, for a long time and with a devotional attitude.10 So, as
indicated previously, the Primary Series needs to be performed daily and in an uninterrupted
fashion for an entire year. If the student is not able to practice daily in a devoted fashion, then
she or he is not ready to commence the Intermediate Series.ATTAINMENT OF STRENGTH
AND ENDURANCEThe final condition that one must fulfill before starting the Intermediate
Series is to possess a sufficient amount of strength and endurance. The Intermediate Series is



much more demanding than the Primary and requires more lengthy practice. You will need to
have ample reserves built up before embarking on the long trek through the Intermediate
Series.You probably have adequate strength if you can cleanly jump from Dandasana to
Chaturanga Dandasana and move from Downward Dog to Dandasana in a controlled fashion.
Sufficient endurance is indicated by the ability to sustain indefinitely a six-day-per-week practice
of the full Primary Series. In addition, you should be able to perform the Primary Series with ease
on your worst days, energetically speaking.Before you commence the Intermediate Series, ask
yourself whether you have the extra time and energy to invest in your practice. If you are not
confident that the answer is yes, staying with the Primary Series for another year until you have
made the space in your life is a safer bet.A Final Word on ReadinessEach person begins his or
her practice at a different level of readiness and progresses at a unique pace. This concept is
central to Vedic teaching. One needs to practice that stage (bhumika) of practice that one is fit or
ready for (adhikara). The term adhikara is formed from the verb root kri, “to do,” and the prefix
adhi-, meaning “on either side” (as opposed to above or below). Adhikara, therefore, means to
do that which is at your level and not something that is beyond your understanding or capability
(or not challenging enough).Indian scriptures generally state who is qualified to perform the
actions described therein. Such an injunction may consist of only one stanza or even only one
word. For example, the Yoga Sutra starts with the statement “atha yoga anushasanam,” which
can be translated as “Here starts the discourse of yoga for the benefit of those who have
realized that the objects of this world cannot quench their thirst.” Much of this message is
encrypted in the important word atha. The author, Patanjali, wishes to express that those who
still believe that they can achieve freedom merely by becoming smart, sexy, powerful, and
wealthy are not qualified (adhikarin) to receive this instruction. Other texts devote several lengthy
stanzas — usually titled adhikarin or adhikara — to the recitation of an entire catalog of
conditions that the yogi needs to meet before embarking on his or her practices.In days past,
many yogic disciplines severely limited their audiences by imposing hard-to-meet conditions.
The schools were concerned with not the quantity but rather the quality of the students. Many
yogic schools targeted a very particular bandwidth of students, and all applicants above or
below that bandwidth were sent off to look somewhere else. In the ancient days, teachers did
their best to drive students away rather than collect them. It is a modern phenomenon for
teachers to project the idea that their teaching suits everybody’s needs. Traditionally, it was the
teacher who chose what type of practice the student was ready for.In days of yore, teachings
were categorized according to bhumika. Bhumika means step, degree, or stage. As there were
people of many different stages of evolution, there were many different teachings to suit the
various stages. The right teaching for a particular person was considered the teaching that
accommodated the person’s present stage and was capable of lifting him or her to the next
higher stage. Nowadays, influenced by the democratization of society, everybody wants to have
the highest teaching, whether it is suitable or not. The highest teaching is generally accepted to
be Jnana Yoga (also called the Brahma Vidya), the discipline in which only pure knowledge and



no form of practice is used (see the more detailed discussion in chapter 1). For this reason
Jnana Yoga has gained many fans in Western society. However, according to the traditional view
only a few are qualified (adhikara) for this highest path. Further, if you do not practice the path
you are fit for, not only will you achieve no results; you will also waste your time and that of your
teacher. To prevent this, you need to judge objectively which practice you are fit for (adhikara).
Once you have reached a certain stage, you then progress to the next higher stage (bhumika)
without attempting to skip ahead.Patanjali provided an easy way of navigating this problem
when he created the eight limbs, which are neatly organized according to stage. That he
adhered to the bhumika doctrine becomes clear when we read “tasya saptada pranta bhumih
prajna.”11 This sutra says that complete and authentic knowledge of objects (prajna) is arrived
at in seven stages.If you have the time and energy to continue your journey through Ashtanga
Vinyasa Yoga by embarking on the Intermediate Series, you will find that you have an incredible
tool at your disposal. Although the Intermediate Series initially requires a great deal of energy,
time, and determination, the outcome is worth the effort. The daily practice of the full
Intermediate Series deepens your quality of life so much that once you are established in this
regimen, you simply will not want to live in a body that does not undergo this type of yogic
training.1 Yoga Sutra II.29.2 Hatha Yoga Pradipika I.1.3 The oldest excavated Indian city,
Mergarh, is now confirmed as being eight thousand years old. It had 25,000 inhabitants.4 Brhad
Aranyaka Upanishad 4.3.33.5 My translation, from P. D. Ouspensky, Auf der Suche nach dem
Wunderbaren [In Search of the Miraculous] (Munich: Otto Wilhelm Barth Verlag, 1982), p. 52.6
According to yoga, the intellect is made up of three gunas (qualities), which are tamas
(dullness), rajas (frenzy), and sattva (wisdom). The first two qualities need to be reduced
through practice, study, and devotion.7 Some modern teachers claim that when Patanjali wrote
about asana, he was referring only to the sitting posture of meditation. But the Rishi Vyasa has
spelled out in his commentary on the Yoga Sutra that posture in yoga is not just sitting with one’s
head, neck, and back in a straight line but is the practice of a complete course of yogic asanas
(Swami Hariharananda Aranya, Yoga Philosophy of Patanjali, Albany: State University of New
York Press, 1983, p. 228).8 Terminology courtesy of Richard Freeman.9 Yoga Sutra I.30.10 Yoga
Sutra I.14.11 Yoga Sutra II.27.Chapter 1Jnana, Bhakti, and Karma : The Three Forms of YogaIn
this chapter we look at the three basic forms of yoga — Jnana, Bhakti, and Karma — exploring
how they differ and what they share in common. Essentially, Jnana Yoga is the yoga of
knowledge; Bhakti Yoga is the yoga of devotion; and Karma Yoga is the yoga of action. All
modes or expressions of yoga can be classified under these three disciplines. The yogi needs to
understand that they are complementary. They suit different temperaments; some people may
practice one form for a period of their lives and then switch to another. The subject of this book,
Ashtanga Yoga, falls under the umbrella of Karma Yoga, but it incorporates certain aspects of
the other two forms.We also look at the different modes of Karma Yoga, the form of yoga most
widely known and practiced in the West. This includes a more detailed look at the eight limbs of
Ashtanga Yoga. This knowledge will enable you to sift through all the diverse information you



hear about yoga and put it into the context of your own practice.Yoga in its various forms
crystallized out of the Vedas, the oldest scriptures known to humankind. The Vedas are
considered to be of divine origin. They contain eternal knowledge (the term Veda comes from
the root vid, “to know”), which is revealed anew during each world age to those who are open to
hearing it. Those who receive this knowledge and record it are called Vedic seers, or
rishis.1Because the Vedas are voluminous, they are divided into categories to make them more
accessible. Well known are the four main Vedic texts, the Rigveda, Samaveda, Yajurveda, and
Atharvaveda; each of these categories represents a set of family lines (gotra) that was entrusted
to preserve that particular set of scriptures. The Vedas are also commonly divided according to
the subjects the passages deal with. These divisions are called kandas (portions). The three
kandas are the Karma kanda, which pertains to performing actions; the Upasana kanda, which
concerns itself with worship of the divine; and the Jnana kanda, the portion pertaining to self-
knowledge. As you may have guessed, the Karma kanda became the basis for Karma Yoga, the
Upasana kanda led to Bhakti Yoga, and the Jnana kanda laid the foundation for Jnana
Yoga.Jnana YogaThe term Jnana comes from the verb root jna, to know. In fact, both the Greek
word gnosis and the English word know have their origin in the Sanskrit jna. Jnana Yoga is the
most direct path to recognizing yourself as a manifestation of divine consciousness, but it is
considered to be the most difficult. In the days of the Bhagavad Gita, Jnana Yoga was called
Buddhi Yoga (the yoga of intellect) or the yoga of inaction, because one practices it through
contemplation alone. This form of yoga is the one predominantly taught in the ancient
Upanishads, the mystical and philosophical section of the Vedas. In the Brhad Aranyaka
Upanishad this yoga is described as consisting of three steps: shravana (listening), manana
(contemplating), and nidhidhyasana (being established).2 The practitioner first listened to a
teacher who had attained the illustrious self-knowledge that all is in fact nothing but Brahman
(consciousness). He then let go of all his desires, such as wealth, success, pleasure, fame, and
family; retired to a quiet place; and contemplated the words of the teacher. After due
consideration, he recognized the eternal truth of the teaching and was then permanently
established in that truth.From this short description, you may understand why this path is
considered short and direct but also very difficult. It is short because there are very few steps
involved. After finding a teacher, there is really only one step: the contemplation, in a solitary
place, of your unity with the Supreme Self. It is a difficult path for many reasons. It requires that a
self-realized teacher accept you as a student. Such teachers were considered hard to find even
in the ancient days, and they are much rarer today. It then requires that you completely let go of
all attachments to wealth, success, pleasure, fame, family, and so on. Modern Western teachers
who prefer to communicate to their students that they can “have it all” do not drive this point
home enough. Traditionally this highest path was taught only to renunciates and ascetics, those
who had taken a vow to forsake all the worldly attachments mentioned. The reasoning was that
one had to let go of all external attachments if one was to surrender all one’s inner attachments
in the process of merging with the Supreme Self.Also, the path of Jnana Yoga requires an



intellect so pure, powerful, and intense that from the mere instruction of a self-realized teacher it
can understand and accept the truth and become permanently established in it, free of duality.
Such intellects are exceedingly rare. Understanding is easy, but what about remaining grounded
in the truth even in moments of doubt, when one faces one’s inner demons?For this reason the
path of Jnana Yoga is considered fit for only a select few. As the ancient Vedic text the Samkhya
Karika puts it, only those whose intellects are entirely free of erroneous cognition can attempt
it.3 There are only a few Indians today who consider themselves fit for Jnana Yoga, and we may
take this as a sign of the great humility and maturity of the Indian culture. On the other hand,
many modern Western practitioners believe they deserve everything, including spiritual
liberation, immediately and without having to give up anything. Thus they tend to view as a
nuisance the preparations and qualifications that are asked of traditional Indian students.Jnana
Yoga was popularized mainly by the great Shankara, who lived some two thousand years ago.4
Shankara is considered a jagat guru (world teacher), a name given to rare teachers of high
stature who appear every few centuries or once in a millennium to reinterpret the scriptures and
restore their original meaning. This had become necessary in Shankara’s time; even though
Jnana Yoga had been taught long before Shankara by rishis (seers) such as Vasishta,
Yajnavalkya, and Vyasa, it was no longer understood properly because of changes in society
and conventional language. Shankara wrote many great treatises and commentaries to present
the ancient teachings again in their proper form. From today’s perspective, Shankara’s
achievements look so gargantuan that many view him as a semi-divine or divine manifestation;
in fact, he is often seen as a manifestation of the Lord Shiva himself.In the twentieth century,
Jnana Yoga was again popularized through the great example of Ramana Maharshi. Because
Ramana was such an exceptional individual, he, too, was seen by many Indians as a divine
manifestation — this time of Lord Skanda, the second son of Lord Shiva.The ancient teacher
Shankara and the modern teacher Ramana had many things in common. Both held that true
knowledge (Jnana) can be attained only through Jnana Yoga. However, both taught that those
who cannot attain Jnana directly — which includes all but a few individuals — can go through a
possibly lengthy preparation period and emerge ready to undertake Jnana Yoga. This
preparation could consist of either of the other two paths of yoga, Bhakti Yoga or Karma
Yoga.Bhakti YogaBhakti Yoga is the path of devotion that grew out of that portion of the Veda that
deals with worship (Upasana kanda). It is based on the realization that most people have an
emotional constitution rather than the cool, abstract, intellectual one that lends itself to Jnana
Yoga. Also, it accepts the fact that it is much more difficult to realize consciousness as the
impersonal absolute (called nirguna Brahman, the formless Brahman) than to surrender to a
divine form (called saguna Brahman, Brahman with form).Bhakti Yoga’s path to freedom is
reasonably direct but somewhat lengthier than that of Jnana Yoga. The term bhakti is created
from the Sanskrit root bhaj, to divide. Unlike Jnana Yoga, which views the self of the individual
and that of the Supreme Being as one and the same, Bhakti Yoga accepts the eternal division
between the self of the devotee and the omnipotent self of the Supreme Being.Our modern



understanding of this difference in thought between these two branches of yoga originated from
a teacher named Ramanuja. Many centuries after Shankara had brought about a renaissance of
the ancient Vedic teaching, the essence of his teaching was again lost. Shankara had
emphasized the complete identification of the individual self (atman) with the infinite
consciousness (Brahman). Although this teaching is enshrined in the Upanishads, its opposite
— the essential separation between atman and Brahman — is also enshrined. Some of
Shankara’s followers, taking his teachings to the extreme, had started to portray them as merely
an analytical, philosophical, and scholastic path that was bereft of devotion and of compassion
for the toiling masses of the population. Ramanuja arose as a great new teacher who could
correct this misconception and reconcile the two views. Ramanuja taught the beda-abeda
doctrine, which means “identity in difference.” He agreed with Shankara that the individual self
was consciousness and thus was identical with the Supreme Being. However, he added that the
atman (individual self) was always limited in its power, knowledge, and capacity, whereas the
Supreme Being (Brahman) was not, and in that regard atman and Brahman were different,
hence the name “identity in difference.”Since according to this view there is an eternal division
between the individual self and the Supreme Being, Ramanuja held that the right way to
approach the Infinite One was not through knowing but through the path of devotion called
Bhakti Yoga. Taking this path, the followers of Ramanuja developed an intense love for and
devotion toward the Supreme Being and its many divine manifestations.Today, the Hare Krishna
movement, as an example, claims that Bhakti Yoga is the fastest, safest, and most direct way to
freedom. However, this path is not as simple as it appears at first sight. Bhakti Yoga will not lead
you to freedom unless you practice it with utmost and total surrender, as teachers like Ramanuja
have done. It is also not without danger. The danger consists of the fact that devotees may
attach egoic notions to the form of the Supreme Being that they worship. They start to believe
that their God is better or more divine, and that their devotion to this one true God makes them
superior to others. They may even despise followers of other religions and view them as inferior.
Sadly, this is far from what Bhakti Yoga at its outset desired to achieve.Bhakti can work only if
you can see the Lord, the Goddess, the infinite formless consciousness (Brahman) — whichever
form of the Divine you worship — in every being you encounter as well as in your own heart. The
Supreme Being is infinite consciousness, love, and intelligence; it is your divine core. Around this
core, which is your true self, various layers such as ego, mind, and body crystallize and form the
human being. Since the Supreme Being is undividable, we carry the wholeness of God in our
hearts, and all of us are children of God. True Bhakti Yogis see all beings as their Lord and
themselves as the servants of all beings. God is not in stone houses with stone images inside.
Those houses and images may be helpful for the purpose of meditation, but true religion, true
Bhakti, consists in worshiping the Divine in the hearts of all those we meet.If you misunderstand
Bhakti Yoga, you can believe that the Krishna you read about is more sacred and true than the
Krishna in the heart of the being across from you. You may then conclude that this being is
inferior because he or she worships the Supreme Being not in the form of Krishna but rather as



Shiva, Allah, Jehovah, Yahweh, or some other deity. Certain devotees of the Lord Vishnu in
India, for example, profess widespread contempt for the Lord Shiva, although the scriptures
teach that Vishnu and Shiva are one and the same. A truly strange world this is. In cases such as
this, the interest has shifted from recognizing the Supreme Being behind its manifold forms to
taking pride in oneself based on the particular form that one’s own devotion takes.Bhakti Yoga
requires not only fervor but also the self-reflectiveness of a clear intellect. Otherwise the intensity
of one’s experience of the Divine can easily lead one to be less compassionate toward others.
Indian folklore is full of warnings of such erroneous views. For example, the learned Narada, a
full-time attendant of the Supreme Being in the form of the Lord Vishnu, was once jealous of the
Lord’s love of a particular peasant. Narada asked the Lord what was so special about this
peasant who was pronouncing the Lord’s name only once per day, just before he fell asleep. The
Lord asked Narada to fill a cup to the brim with oil and then carry it around his throne without
spilling a drop. As Narada did so, he focused completely on the task. When he had completed it,
he called out proudly, “Done! And no drop wasted!” The Lord then asked him, “And how often did
you think about me? That peasant has to toil all day to extract from the soil a meager life for his
family. But however hard his day is, he never fails to remember me just before he falls asleep in
exhaustion.” Narada realized that his devotion had caused him to be prideful, a potent danger on
the Bhakti path.One of the great advantages of Bhakti Yoga is that it generally enables one to
continue with most of everyday life; it changes only one’s focus. After choosing the Bhakti path
you no longer perform your daily duties striving for gain or advantage; instead, you surrender or
offer all your actions, including their results, to your chosen image of the Divine.Generally all
forms of yoga contain a Bhakti component, emphasizing service to the Supreme Being. Patanjali
states, “samadhi siddhi ishvara pranidhanat,” or, “The power of samadhi can be obtained by
surrendering to the Supreme Being.”5Karma YogaThe term karma comes from the verb root kru,
“to do,” and Karma Yoga in the original Vedic sense means simply “path of action.” The Karma
Kanda of the Veda, which probably goes back more than ten thousand years, contains
instructions for actions and rituals that one can perform with a particular goal in mind, such as
obtaining wealth or the object of one’s passion, becoming a good person, or achieving spiritual
goals.Approximately five thousand years ago, the Lord Krishna introduced a new form of Karma
Yoga to Arjuna on the battlefield of Kurukshetra.6 He described it as surrendering the fruit of
one’s actions to the Supreme Being. Note the difference between this definition of Karma Yoga
and the idea of karma presented in the Karma Kanda. Krishna tells us not to be interested in the
result of our actions but instead to “surrender the fruit of your action to me.” In the Vedas, on the
other hand, action (karma) is always used to achieve a particular effect. Lord Krishna actually
criticizes the stance of the Vedas when he says, “traigunya vishaya veda nistraygunyo
bhavarjuna,” which loosely translates as “The Vedas deal with accumulation only; be you without
desire for gain.”7 Today, following on this idea, the term Karma Yoga is commonly used to refer
to selfless service to others, such as going to an ashrama and chopping the veggies without
pay.8 In this book I will use the term Karma Yoga only in its original Vedic sense and not in its



more recent meaning as taught by the Lord Krishna.An important difference between Karma
Yoga and the other two forms of yoga revolves around this issue of renouncing gain. The path of
Jnana Yoga is traditionally taught only to those who have renounced the desire for any form of
gain or success. Similarly, Bhakti Yoga requires one to internally renounce any gain that may
accidentally come one’s way and surrender it to one’s chosen divine form. Karma Yoga, in
contrast, requires its followers to give up the idea of gain and success only once the state of
“discriminative knowledge” or “knowledge of the difference between self and nonself” is attained.
This state is reached only after approximately 95 percent of the journey has been completed.9
Although many of its higher techniques are difficult and demanding, in this regard Karma Yoga is
a more “novice” type of yoga; it has lower entry requirements than Jnana and Bhakti Yoga and
addresses those who are not yet ready to give up the pursuit of gain for themselves. (It is
important here to remember that spiritual gain stands in the traditional Indian view on the same
level as material gain; it is still just an attempt to get ahead.)Seen from the lofty heights of Jnana
or Bhakti Yoga, which aim at recognizing the infinite Brahman either with or without form, Karma
Yoga is a modest path dealing with modest achievements in the relative world, such as acquiring
a healthy body, a steady mind, and a luminous intellect — all with the goal of gradually removing
the barriers to spiritual liberation. Practitioners achieve these aims by performing the eight limbs
of Patanjali’s Ashtanga Yoga. Ashtanga Yoga, then, is the underlying structure or architecture of
Karma Yoga.Although Karma Yoga is a practical, mundane approach to realizing liberation, the
concepts essential to Jnana and Bhakti Yoga lie at its core. When practicing the many elaborate
techniques of Karma or Ashtanga Yoga, we need to remember that we do this only because we
are in essence both infinite consciousness (the heart of Jnana Yoga) and children of God (the
essence of Bhakti Yoga). These three paths are, after all, different routes to the same
destination.The Many Modes of Karma YogaWhereas there is only one type of Jnana Yoga and
one type of Bhakti Yoga, Karma Yoga has differentiated into many different modes with different
names, according to precisely what actions and techniques are suggested. Kriya Yoga,
Kundalini Yoga, Hatha Yoga, Mantra Yoga, Tantra Yoga, Laya Yoga, Dhyana Yoga, Samadhi
Yoga, and Raja Yoga are all different modes of Karma Yoga. In all these modes of yoga, the
practitioner performs certain yogic actions intending to derive a direct benefit, such as a
stronger, healthier body, a longer life, a smooth flow of prana (and eventually its arrest in the
central energy channel), a powerful intellect that can concentrate at will, a penetrating insight
that can be directed at objects normally hidden, the ability to know whatever one wishes — and
the list goes on.Western students are often confused by this apparent multiplicity of yogic
teachings, which is replicated in the multiplicity of India’s many divine forms and images. We
may understand this fact by likening yoga to medicine — as, for example, the Rishi Vyasa did in
his commentary on the Yoga Sutra. In medicine we have many different remedies addressing the
various ailments that patients can develop. In a similar way, the many different forms of Karma
Yoga have developed to address different problems.Although all people are essentially the same
at their divine cores, they vary greatly in their outer layers: the body, mind, ego, and intellect.



Because people have very different bodies and minds, different approaches have been
developed to remove the different obstacles located therein. Karma Yoga has developed its
many modes because it targets these variable aspects of human individuals. Jnana and Bhakti
Yoga, in contrast, have not had to differentiate because they address the divine consciousness
or true self, which does not vary among individuals.Ashtanga Yoga:The Architecture of Karma
YogaThe universally accepted form and structure that Karma Yoga takes is the eight-limbed
yoga of Patanjali called Ashtanga Yoga. All of the eight limbs are in one form or another
represented in all modes of Karma Yoga. The reason for using eight sequential steps may be
understood through the following metaphor: Let’s assume for a moment that the goal of yoga,
called liberation, is located on the moon and its opposite, the state called bhoga (bondage) is
here on Earth. Jnana and Bhakti Yoga hold out the possibility — not a realistic one for most
people — of reaching your goal with one giant step. Eight-limbed Karma Yoga, on the other
hand, provides you with a spacecraft that you can use to reach your destination, a spacecraft
similar to the Saturn V rocket that powered the Apollo 11 mission to the moon. The Saturn V had
several stages. The first stage lifted the spacecraft to a certain height, and once its fuel had been
exhausted the next stage was fired up. With the final stage the spacecraft had reached a
distance far enough from the Earth that it could now “fall” toward the moon, attracted by the
moon’s gravitational field. In a similar way, Karma Yoga offers eight successive stages, each one
carrying you successively higher toward the natural state of yoga (freedom) and away from the
gravitation of bhoga (bondage).Karma/Ashtanga Yoga gives you the opportunity to take small
steps first. When you have done those steps successfully, you feel ready to take the slightly
bigger steps that come next. Each step slightly modifies your body, mind, ego, and intellect,
preparing them for the next, bigger step. Once you have taken the prescribed eight steps, you
are then ready to take the plunge. That plunge is the same one the Bhaktas and Jnanis take, but
the Ashtanga approach helps you prepare, organically and holistically, for it.Let’s take a closer
look at the various steps or limbs of Karma/Ashtanga Yoga, focusing mainly on the higher limbs,
as they are usually neglected in descriptions. For this purpose we return to the Russian-doll
metaphor introduced in the Introduction.YAMA — RESTRAINTYama comprises five restraints.
Along with the second limb, niyama (observance), those restraints form the base of Karma Yoga.
The five restraints are as follows:Do not harm.Be truthful.Do not steal.Have intercourse only with
your lawful partner.Do not give in to greed.If your resolve to stick to these restraints is not firm,
you may abuse the very great powers you gain through yoga. These are not just empty words. A
significant number of practitioners in the long history of yoga have gone down that path.NIYAMA
— OBSERVANCEOnce you have made the transforming commitment to adhere to the yama,
you adopt the following five niyamas (observances):Inner and outer
cleanlinessContentmentSimplicityStudy of sacred textsSurrender to the Supreme Being10Of
course, niyama will bring you progress only if it is adhered to within the context of the first limb,
yama.PADMASANA: SEAT OF POWERIt is no coincidence that rishis, yogis, deities, and
siddhas are usually depicted in Padmasana. You won’t see paintings or carvings of them sitting



in chairs. Why? Because Padmasana is the seat of power. Padmasana is named for the padma,
or lotus flower, a symbol of divinity in Indian folklore. Indian scriptures commonly refer to the
chakras — subtle centers of divine power in the body — as lotuses. Images of deities or sages
sitting on lotuses or sitting in Padmasana suggest that the subjects are spiritually empowered.
Padmasana is the ideal yoga posture to sit in while doing pranayama (breath retention and
extension).Modern meditation teachers hasten to point out that you don’t need to sit in lotus
posture to meditate. That is true; you don’t have to. However, Padmasana seriously empowers all
forms of meditation and pranayama. When sitting in Padmasana, the spine effortlessly assumes
its natural double-S curve, which is necessary for the ascent of prana (divine energy),
sometimes called kundalini. Padmasana also creates a solid tripod for the torso, which prevents
the yogi from falling over during surges of prana. In Padmasana, the hands and feet are turned
away from the Earth and up toward the sky, which makes them receptive to divine energy rather
than conducting energy down into the receptive Earth.ASANA — POSTUREOnce the
practitioner has integrated yama and niyama into her life, she can begin the practice of asana
(posture). There are hundreds of yoga postures; practicing them makes the body strong and
supple, prepares it for the ascent of prana, and restores the natural balance of the body’s three
constitution types, or doshas: vata, pitta, and kapha.11 It thereby removes the various obstacles
listed by Patanjali, such as sickness and rigidity.12 Asana coupled with pranayama removes
even more obstacles, such as doubt, negligence, laziness, and sense indulgence. Most
important, though, asana serves as the bedrock of meditation proper: performing the postures
prepares the body for extensive sitting in the main yogic meditation postures, which are
Padmasana (lotus posture), Siddhasana, Swastikasana, and Virasana (note that the names of
these postures differ slightly among the different schools of asana). Padmasana is by far the
most important of these postures — see the sidebar above titled “Padmasana: Seat of
Power.”PRANAYAMA — BREATH CONTROL AND EXTENSIONOnce the yogi is proficient in
asana, breath extension can occur within the context of posture. In other words, the two are not
separate practices; we assume asana to practice pranayama. The very significant effects of
pranayama can be classed into three main groups:Prana, which previously was scattered, is
concentrated.Pranic flow between the lunar and solar parts of the nadi system is
harmonized.Prana is arrested in the central channel of the nadi system, which leads to
reabsorption of the mind into the heart.PRATYAHARA — INTERNAL FOCUSPratyahara
consists of a catalog of techniques used to focus the mind inward, thus forming the essential
prerequisite for the arising of the higher limbs. It is ideally practiced in Padmasana or a similar
potent asana and within the state of kumbhaka (breath retention). During kumbhaka we focus
initially on locations within the gross body, which constitutes stage 1. Stage 2 is reached when
we visualize the chakras of the subtle body and the mind is made to rest on them. This process
is strongly intensified if it occurs within the framework of asana and pranayama. During this time
of practice, the senses are prevented from “logging on” to their usual objects of desire, thus
establishing inward focus.The practice of pratyahara is based on the following concept: When



the senses come into contact with objects in the external world (object being defined as
anything that can be experienced by means of the senses), the objects arouse in the beholder
reactions such as desire or repulsion, which all tend to ripple the surface of the lake of the mind.
Some objects when presented to the mind will even bring about a downright storm. Once this
has happened, it is difficult or impossible to use the mind as a tool for meditation. In pratyahara,
you avoid the disturbances of the external world by settling the mind on something that is not in
the outer world; you withdraw your senses into yourself “like a turtle withdraws its limbs.”13There
are several categories of suitable pratyahara objects, which are principally categorized
according to subtlety. The practitioner starts with gross objects, those that are perceptible to the
senses. Typically these are the so-called drishtis (focal points), such as the tip of the nose, the
eyebrow center, the big toes, the tip of the tongue, the nostrils, the highest point of the palate,
the navel, the ankle, or other body parts; and of course the bandhas, principally the Mula
Bandha (pelvic lock).Once the yogi’s focus is established on the gross level, subtle objects are
chosen. The typical subtle objects used for pratyahara are the chakras. One starts by clearly
visualizing the muladhara chakra; once attention is established there, one goes on to
svadhishthana chakra, and so on. At this early point, you visualize only the following dimensions
of the chakra: number of petals, color, and position (in case of the Muladhara, that would be four
petals, dark red color, and a location near the tailbone). You have established proficiency in
pratyahara when your focus during kumbhaka can be kept on the chakras, one after the other,
without the senses grasping external objects.DHARANA — CONCENTRATIONThe ancient
texts describe more than one hundred forms or techniques of dharana. They generally agree on
the following point, however: dharana is practiced once proficiency in asana, pranayama, and
pratyahara is gained and not before. Yogis achieve dharana once they can use willpower to
focus on the chosen object. But because this concentration is powered by a willful effort, it may
be frequently interrupted, much as an Internet connection is sometimes interrupted when you
are using an old-fashioned dial-up connection.Practically, dharana is done in the following way:
You assume Padmasana, Siddhasana, Swastikasana, or Virasana and commence pranayama
until breath retention (kumbhaka) is reached. Once in kumbhaka, you rest the mind on your
chosen location, beginning with the base chakra (muladhara). Rather than just visualizing the
chakra in its location close to the coccyx (tailbone) and stopping there, you concentrate now on
a particular aspect of that chakra. The first aspect would be the solidity of the earth element
(prithvi). You then go on to the Sanskrit letters that are associated with the four petals of this
chakra — that is, va, sa, sha (retroflex), and sha (palatal). The next aspect may be the root
syllable (bija akshara) of the base chakra, lang. After that you may concentrate on the subtle
essence or quantum (tanmatra) of the chakra, which in the case of the base chakra is smell
(gandha). At this point you may conclude concentration on the base chakra and go on to the
water chakra (svadhishthana). It is not specified how many breath retentions one has to spend
on each aspect of the chakra.DHYANA — MEDITATIONDhyana, or meditation, can flourish only
once concentration is mastered. Whereas concentration relies on willpower, meditation occurs



effortlessly. The difference between the two is like the difference between a dial-up Internet
connection and a high-speed broadband connection. In meditation, there is a continuous flow of
awareness from the meditator toward the chosen meditation object and a constant stream of
information or data from the object to the meditator — very much like what occurs on an Internet
connection with fast upload and download speeds.Let’s assume that you have sufficiently
practiced concentration and are therefore ready to embark on the exciting practice of meditation
proper. I use the word exciting because once you have properly concentrated and thus “seen”
the underlying truth of the various aspects of the chakra (that is, form, location, Sanskrit letters,
root syllables, color, gross element, mandala, subtle essence), you can put them all together. At
this depth of concentration, effort suddenly falls away and you get a direct line to the underlying
reality of the chakra.The fascinating opening that happens when you get to this stage is that you
can “download” or “log on” to the deva, or divine form, that resides in or presides over each
respective chakra (Lord Brahma for the muladhara chakra, for example).14 The view of the
divine form instills you with confidence in your progress and devotion. The deva is a
manifestation of its mantra, the root syllable. In fact, the chakra, the associated element, and the
presiding divine form are all manifested by the mantra, which in itself was a part of the creation
of the universe by means of sound or vibration.In dhyana, due to the permanent “logging on” to
the object of contemplation, you no longer switch your attention from one aspect of the chakra to
another (location to color to number of petals to root syllable to gross element, and so on);
instead, you become able to see them all together as an interconnected, reciprocal whole. For
the base chakra, for example, the divine form (Lord Brahma) is understood as a psychological
representation of the root mantra, and the root mantra as an acoustic representation of the Lord
Brahma; at the same time, the Earth element is seen as a material representation of the Lord
Brahma and the Lord Brahma as a divine or celestial representation of the Earth element; in
addition, the sense of smell appears as a subtle representation of the Earth element, and the
Earth element as the subtle equivalent of the sense of smell. The Earth element is also
represented in the yantra (geometrical representation of the sacred) of the Muladhara, which is a
square, and in the number of petals, which is four. All of these represent themselves in the
microcosm of the human being on a subtle level as the muladhara chakra. This underlying reality
at the foundation of dhyana needs to be deeply contemplated or spontaneously understood,
whichever suits your temperament.Unlike with asana and pranayama, it is difficult for an outside
observer (that is, a teacher) to ascertain whether pratyahara, dharana, or dhyana have been
attained. It is possible to quantify asana and pranayama — you can say that you practiced for
two and a half hours and during that time you held eighty postures and forty breath retentions —
but the practice of the inner limbs is not so easily measured.SAMADHI — ECSTASYPlacing the
innermost nesting doll of samadhi within the context and framework of the previous seven limbs
is important; in Patanjali’s view it is with samadhi that yoga becomes really interesting. Patanjali
devoted the overwhelming majority of his sutras to this final limb. Samadhi denotes a deep state
of meditation or the culmination thereof. Its pronounced fruit is the revelation of deep reality as



such. For this reason a good translation for samadhi is “ecstasy” rather than the more puritan
“bliss” or the bland “absorption.” But the term ecstasy has its limitations also. It is derived from
the Greek word ekstasis, meaning to stand beside oneself or be beside oneself (with joy). In
samadhi, however, one does not stand beside oneself but rather deeply within oneself.15The
ecstasy of samadhi does not happen all at once. In samadhi we work through many substages,
first using easy gross objects in meditation and later complex subtle objects. And once samadhi
is mastered, we are met with a paradox. The final fruit of samadhi, liberation, is bestowed
through complete surrender and divine grace and cannot be acquired by means of effort and
willpower.HOW INTENSE IS THE ECSTASY OF SAMADHI?The great Rishi Yajnavalkya, the
most prominent of the rishis (seers) of the Upanishads, explained the intensity of the ecstasy of
samadhi thus:Imagine the highest joy a human being is capable of experiencing through the
combined attainment of wealth, power, and sexual pleasure. Multiplying this ecstasy by the
factor of one hundred, we arrive at the ecstasy that can be experienced by those of our
ancestors who have attained a heavenly existence. Multiplying their ecstasy by one hundred, we
arrive at the level of ecstasy of the divine nature spirits known as gandharvas. Multiplying their
ecstatic state again by one hundred, we arrive, according to Yajnavalkya, at the maximum
ecstasy experienced by one who has attained a state of divinity by virtuous action (karmadevah).
One hundred times greater than this state of ecstasy is that of one who has attained divinity by
birth or knowledge. Again one hundred times greater than that ecstasy is the state of one who
has studied the scriptures and is free from desires. One hundred times greater than that,
however, is the ecstasy of one who has realized the state of consciousness identified by
Patanjali as “seedless samadhi.”This highest level of ecstasy is the result of multiplying by one
hundred six times, which means that — according to Yajnavalkya, who, historically speaking,
was one of the greatest authorities on the matter — samadhi confers one trillion times the
ecstasy that an ideal human life could possibly provide. Indian texts sometimes exaggerate the
states that they describe, a tendency called stuti (praise, advertising, glorification). However,
Yajnavalkya doesn’t appear to share this tendency, and judging from the recorded dialogues and
texts he left behind, there is no doubt that he knew and researched each of the ecstatic states
mentioned.Samadhi is the limb through which the mind and subconscious are deconditioned —
and this is a process that takes time. The conditioning (vasana) that we undergo during our lives
creates fears, desires, expectations, prejudices, and so on, and these prevent us from seeing
reality as such because they are superimposed on what we see. Once all this dross of the ages
is removed, for the first time one can see the world and the self as they really are.If we call
meditation (dhyana) a broadband connection to our meditation object, we need to call samadhi
the ability to download a holographic image of our meditation object in real time.16 In other
words, the moment the samadhic mind (that is, the mind in samadhi) fixes itself to an object, the
mind is capable of reproducing an identical representation of the object. Being able to exactly
duplicate objects in the mind means for the first time ever it is possible to see the world as it
really is and not just some pale, dusty, warped, and twisted replica of what one believes or



estimates it could be. This is effectively the most complete revolution that can possibly happen
to a human mind. It means that the content of the mind has become identical with reality. In other
words, what is in the mind is now as real as reality outside, effectively eliminating the distinction
between inside and outside.Once the mind has achieved this quality of stainlessness it
becomes capable of creating reality. This is due to the fact that at this level of concentration what
is in the mind becomes so real that it will manifest as reality. This explains the various powers of
the yogis, siddhas, and rishis that Patanjali describes in the third chapter of the Yoga Sutra.The
yogi, however, applies this newfound power not to hocus-pocus but to the raising of kundalini,
which produces divine revelation. It is here that ethics become fundamental. If you are not firmly
grounded in the first and second limbs, you may at this point fall for the dark side. It is for this
reason that yoga insists on Ishvara pranidhana, a personal devoted relationship to one of the
aspects or manifestations of the Supreme Being, whichever one it may be. This close intimate
devotion is what will save you when the dark night of your soul arises or when the Prince of
Darkness appears on your doorstep to tempt you. Devotion to the Supreme Being will keep you
firmly focused on developing the highest within yourself.When the day arrives and you may look
directly into the blinding light of infinite consciousness, you need to be prepared. It is not easy to
get a direct view of the supreme self. When Arjuna received the celestial eye that allowed him to
behold the Supreme Being in the form of the Lord Krishna, his hair stood on end, his breath
became rapid, his heart almost burst — and he could not hold the gaze.17 If you have duly
practiced the eight limbs of yoga and the various types of samadhi, the final samadhi will show
you what Arjuna saw on that fateful day five thousand years ago on the eve of the battle of
Kurukshetra. But here comes the problem: like Arjuna on that day, you will be mightily challenged
not to close your eyes before that divine glory and look in the opposite direction. This, in fact, is
what we are doing every moment of our lives to sustain our own individual, insignificant, and
isolated existences. We are expelling the Supreme Being from our hearts in order to stay in
control because to keep looking could mean the end of our personalities as we know them.
Yogic training, however, will enable you to keep your inner eyes wide open when the day arrives
for you to be shown the intense light of infinite consciousness.It is possible to have a glimpse of
this light in the form of a spontaneous temporary mystical experience and come out the other
end unchanged. If you have not read the ancient texts or prepared yourself in ways that allow
you to put the experience in context, you can come out of such a mystical experience even more
confused than before, wanting to repeat the experience by pursuing sex, power, wealth, and so
on. This is one of the dangers of pursuing the “instant enlightenment” path. As long as the mind
is not purified of its innate tendency to jump from thought to thought like a monkey from branch
to branch, you likely will leave the mystical experience, dropping out of it to follow the next whim
of the mind.Because the mind tends to attach itself to the next object that arises, it cannot
without training stay focused on the subject, consciousness. The mind will go after tangible or
experiential objects (wealth, power, sex, fame, and so forth), because the subject, although the
giver of infinite ecstasy, is intangible. This means that the untrained mind will abandon the



mystical experience, even though this is the opposite of what must happen. You need to stay in
this state with your eyes wide open, your hair standing on end, and your brain on fire for at least
several hours. Some texts hint at a minimum of three hours. Buddha sustained his mystical
experience for a whole night; it was more than a decade before Ramana Maharshi could speak
and act conventionally after his experience.Understanding Samadhi through Indian
SpiritualityThe eternal state of infinite consciousness and deepest level of reality is called
Brahman. The Brahman has two poles, Shiva and Shakti. Shiva, which we may call the male
pole, is pure consciousness. Shiva stays forever uninvolved, witnessing the world from Mount
Meru (Kailasha), not unlike a distant father who watches with bewilderment his wife running a
household consisting of six kids, two cats, and a dog. Mount Meru is represented in the
microcosm of the individual as the crown chakra. On an individual level, Shiva represents
consciousness, which looks down from the crown chakra (the Mount Meru of the individual),
witnessing and being aware of thought and action. We cannot reduce Lord Shiva to this
metaphorical meaning, however. He is all that we can imagine him to be, all that we cannot
imagine, and both together; he is also none of these and all of what is beyond.Lord Shiva’s
consort, the goddess Shakti, has a different temperament. She creates, sustains, and reabsorbs
the entire creation through her various movements. The movement of creation is her descent
from consciousness into matter, a movement that is called evolution. She descends from
consciousness (her union with Shiva) into intelligence (buddhi), which is represented in the body
as the ajna chakra (third eye). From there she descends into the space/ether element, which is
located in the throat chakra (vishuddha). From here she crystallizes through air, fire, water, and
earth, which manifest in the microcosm of the individual as the heart (anahata), navel
(manipuraka), lower abdomen (svadhishthana), and base (muladhara) chakras,
respectively.When she dissolves and reabsorbs creation, Shakti is called Kundalini, and her
ascent is called involution. The yogi lets Kundalini rise to the crown chakra, where the original
unity of Shiva and Shakti is experienced, yielding the ecstatic state of samadhi.When the
goddess descends she leaves a particular trail, along which we can follow her back home. She
does this by using the essence (tanmatra) of the previous chakra to create the next lower one.
By taking this essence and reabsorbing it into the higher one, we lift Shakti up from chakra to
chakra. This process is referred to in the scriptures as bhuta shuddhi (elemental purification). It
can be performed in two ways, either in meditation or in samadhi. The meditative bhuta shuddhi
is a typical daily ritual performed even nowadays by many devotional Indians. If it is performed in
samadhi by a mind that has become able to create reality, the purification of the elements results
in an involution back up through the chakras that leads to divine revelation in the sahasrara
(crown chakra) — the realization of pure consciousness. When this state is finally made firm
through repeated application, it is then called kaivalya, or liberation. It is so called because it
frees us from the bondage of conditioned existence, allowing us to abide in the limitless ecstasy
of infinite consciousness.Only then, when all eight limbs are mastered in simultaneous
application, are they finally discarded, and all exertion abandoned. As mentioned earlier,



Patanjali calls this process paravairagya — complete letting go. We also find this process
enshrined in the Bhagavad Gita, where Lord Krishna states that by knowing the Supreme
Brahman all one’s duties are discharged.18 Once the divine view is had, there is no more plan
or structure. From here, life is infinite freedom and unlimited spontaneity.Until that point,
however, effort and willpower are the means by which you progress. This means keeping one’s
ethical precepts (yama and niyama) in place, assuming Padmasana or similar suitable postures
(asanas) in the technically correct fashion, entering kumbhaka (pranayama), drawing one’s
senses inward (pratyahara), concentrating on one’s meditation object (dharana), receiving a
permanent stream of information from it (dhyana), and finally establishing an authentic
duplication of that object in one’s mind (called objective or cognitive samadhi). In this traditional
way yogis have practiced for thousands of years. Only today do people believe that one can
discard or shortcut any lengthy preparation.1 The term rishi is inextricably linked to Veda. You
won’t find a Buddhist rishi or a Tantric rishi.2 The Brhad Aranyaka Upanishad is the oldest,
largest, and most important of the Upanishads. The genealogy of teachers listed in this
Upanishad spans approximately 2,500 years.3 Samkhya Karika of Ishvarakrishna, stanza 64.
The Karika is today considered the most important text of Samkhya, as all of the older texts are
lost. Samkhya is the most ancient Indian philosophy, one of the six orthodox systems of Vedic
thought (darshanas).4 Western scholars date him from 788 to 820, but this view is increasingly
criticized. Indian tradition holds that he lived well before that date. His birth name was Adi
Shankara. In India he is known as Shankaracharya (the teacher Shankara). In the colophon of
his texts he often called himself Shankara Bhagavatpada, after his teacher Govinda
Bhagavatpada.5 Yoga Sutra I.23.6 Bhagavad Gita III.3 ff.7 Bhagavad Gita II.45. The Vedas’ chief
concern is here said to be the accumulation of material or spiritual merit. The Lord, however,
wants Arjuna to abide in Brahman, beyond loss or gain.8 The Cambridge scholar Elizabeth De
Michelis’s excellent study The History of Modern Yoga reveals how and through whom many of
our modern ideas of yoga were introduced from Western and Christian sources.9 Discriminative
knowledge (viveka khyateh) is the result of the last and highest cognitive (objective) samadhi.
Cognitive samadhi is, however, superseded by the still higher super-cognitive (objectless)
samadhi.10 For a detailed description of each of these observances, please see Ashtanga
Yoga: Practice and Philosophy, pp. 216–17.11 For a description of the doshas, see David
Frawley’s Ayurvedic Healing: A Comprehensive Guide (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1992), p. 3.12
Yoga Sutra I.30.13 Bhagavad Gita II.58.14 The term deva (divine form) unfortunately has been
translated as “god.” The devas are not gods, and India is not polytheistic. The superficial so-
called polytheism of Hinduism is only a veiling of the deeper monotheism to which all the
authoritative texts subscribe. The divine forms or celestials, which we see when success in
meditation arises, are nothing but manifestations of aspects of the one Supreme Being. There
may be a multiplicity of divine forms for the purpose of meditation, but there is only one
Brahman, as the Upanishads, the Bhagavad Gita, and the Brahma Sutra teach in manifold
passages.15 To correct this problem, Mircea Eliade has suggested using the term enstasy,



meaning “standing within,” but this term still has not been widely accepted. See Mircea Eliade,
Yoga: Immortality and Freedom (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1969), p. 77.16
Object here does not mean “thing.” A meditation object is any object suitable for meditation.
Suitable here means an object that neither excites nor dulls the mind but rather stimulates its
wisdom and intelligence; such an object is sattvic (sacred). The scriptures list many sattvic
objects; they include the Om symbol or sound, a lotus, the moon, a star, a chakra, the sound or
light in the heart, a tanmatra (subtle essence), the instruments of cognition such as mind, ego,
intellect, and the various manifestations of the Supreme Being. Excluded, by definition, is the
consciousness itself, which is the subject and therefore can never be an object.17 Bhagavad
Gita XI.8.18 Bhagavad Gita XV.19–20.Chapter 2Using Indian Myth and Cosmology to Deepen
Your PracticeIn this chapter I explain the importance of studying the mythological tradition that
underlies all yogic practice.1 In the course of this discussion, I show how the study of myth can
change the way you practice yoga and live your life. I also explain how, through myth and divine
forms, you can create your own private hotline to and from the Supreme Being.In chapter 1, I
explained that for the majority of modern people, Karma/Ashtanga Yoga — the yoga of
techniques and actions — is the most promising method to pursue. I also showed that those
who practice this yoga face the danger of getting completely absorbed in techniques such as
practicing asana, forgetting that the underlying purpose of all yoga is either to obtain self-
knowledge (Jnana) or to realize yourself as a child of God (Bhakti) — which ultimately become
the same thing once the mind is transcended in the state of infinite consciousness.The best way
to keep one’s practice whole, to avoid the pitfalls of obsession with technique and neglect of the
ultimate purpose of yoga, is to connect deeply with the spiritual roots of yoga. The modern
Ashtanga Yogi has two pathways available by which he or she may integrate the ancient spiritual
roots of yoga into his or her practice. Path 1 — studying Indian philosophy — will connect you
with your Jnanic roots. Path 2 — studying Indian myth — will connect you with your Bhaktic
roots. Although these are different paths, they share the same origin and destination. For this
reason, it is also possible for the Karma yogi to follow both paths simultaneously, creating an
approach with three prongs — Karma, Bhakti, and Jnana Yoga — like the trident of the Lord
Shiva.What is the right path for you? That depends on your pranic constitution. The study of
philosophy is the tool of choice if you have an academic and intellectual inclination, which is
usually the case if your subtle body has a preponderance of prana flowing in the solar nadi.
Philosophy often consists of causal chains in which arguments and positions are strung on a
logical thread, as flowers are strung together to form malas in India. Practitioners grasp it slowly
by means of rational understanding. Mythology, in contrast, is for those more intuitively
endowed, those who have a preponderance of prana flowing in the lunar nadi. Myth expresses
complex, multilateral connections. Often multiple paradoxes are encrypted in myth; the listener
or reader grasps them spontaneously by means of intuition.My first book, Ashtanga Yoga:
Practice and Philosophy, discusses in detail the subject of Indian philosophy as well as the
ancient branch of Indian psychology. Readers who have a solar, or rational, constitution may



refer to that work. The present chapter, which focuses on Indian myth, is for those readers who
have a lunar, intuitive constitution, those who want at least an introduction to the fascinating
world of Indian mythology, and those who want to benefit from the fact that reading myth helps
develop the intuitive, right side of the brain, which allows you to spontaneously understand
connections.As philosophy was compiled in terse texts called sutras, mythology was collected in
extensive tales called Puranas. Purana means “ancient.” Today, eighteen main Puranas, called
Maha Puranas, and eighteen ancillary Puranas, called Upa Puranas, exist. Since there was no
tradition established to preserve their accuracy, as was the case with the Vedas, the
Upanishads, and many of the sutras, much material was added to the Puranas over time.
Although their cores are ancient, the Puranas are interspersed with modern, occasionally
dubious material. For this reason, they need to be taken with a grain of salt. Nevertheless, they
constitute a rich encyclopedia of the myths of India.Myth and the Development of the Higher
SelfThe ancient spiritual practice of retelling, listening to, reading, and reliving myths is integral
to Indian culture, and it continues today. Myths were and are still considered important because
reading sacred texts stimulates the sattvic, or spiritual and noble, aspects of the psyche. This is
why Patanjali identified the reading of sacred texts as svadhyaya (self-study) and made it a part
of both niyama and Kriya Yoga (yoga of action, preliminary yoga). Even in Patanjali’s time,
people engaged their minds for much of the time in activities that stimulated the tamasic and
rajasic forces of their personalities, and Patanjali recognized that reading sacred texts was an
effective way of engaging and developing the higher aspects of the psyche instead. Reading the
myths in the sacred texts was the pursuit of an arya, somebody who strives to develop qualities
of his noble, higher, and sacred self.2Today, we are tempted even more to indulge the lower
urges of our psyches, surrounded as we are by mass media, digital entertainment, advertising,
and the like. If Patanjali were alive today, he would want us to read holy books instead of
watching reality shows or soap operas. How much time do you spend watching television,
listening to radio and music, and reading newspapers and trash novels? If you keep feeding
yourself with this material, you may invest a lot of effort into your daily asana practice and be
surprised by how little you actually change.If you are currently a media consumer, try an
experiment: for a predetermined time frame such as one complete moon cycle (twenty-eight
days) or one year, instead of consuming various forms of entertainment promulgated through the
mass media, read passages from the sacred texts, even if just for thirty minutes every day. If you
reclaim some or ideally all the time and energy you spend on mindless entertainment and invest
it into reading holy books, you will be surprised by how much your life will change in a short
time.Myth and Your Meditation DeityAside from imparting a generally beneficial influence,
reading sacred texts carries with it a specific and crucially important effect: it is fundamental for
realizing one’s ishtadevata, or meditation deity. This is because the sacred texts, in relating the
many myths, describe in detail the many divine forms from which your ishtadevata may be
drawn. The concept of ishtadevata is for those who want to understand the Indian mind, are
interested in Indian spirituality, and want to integrate Indian spirituality into their lives.The ancient



Indian sages recognized that people are very different and that what works for one person does
not necessarily work for another. People may have intellectual, devotional, emotional, or physical
constitutions. And within these categories we find still many more subdivisions and
combinations. Due to this fact, many different meditation images were developed so that there
was one to suit each of the many different constitutions. These meditation images have human
aspects that we can recognize in ourselves, but they also have divine aspects, which are usually
worshiped outside of ourselves.Meditation deities are derived from the many divine forms called
devas. The term deva is often translated as “god,” and as such it has acquired much unfortunate
baggage.3 It is best to use the original Sanskrit word, with its far more complex meaning, which
has the great advantage of continually reminding us that we may not understand the term
completely. The terms divine form and divine image are also acceptable because they are
somewhat less loaded than god, although they do not have the richness of deva, with its many
nuances.To understand the significance of the concept of deva, we need to look at the
relationship of the many devas (which is a lunar concept born of prana going through the left
nostril) to the one Brahman (which is a solar concept born of prana going through the right
nostril). The many Indian deities are only aspects of the one Brahman, and thus one is not
different from another. The sacred texts that are considered the highest authority (the
Upanishads, the Bhagavad Gita, and the Brahma Sutra; collectively referred to as prashthana
trayi or the triple canon) all agree that there is only one Supreme Being but that this Supreme
Being can be seen or understood in many different ways. For example, in the Bhagavad Gita,
Lord Krishna says, “Whichever deva you worship you will always come to me.” The Skanda
Purana states, “Vishnu is nobody but Shiva, and he who is called Shiva is but identical with
Vishnu.”4 The Varaha Purana says that Devi (the Great Goddess), Vishnu, and Shiva are one
and the same and warns that those “idiots” who don’t understand this fact will end up in hell.5
These are very strong words, but it is obvious for all those who have truly breathed the spiritual
air of India that all divine images are nothing but representations and manifestation of the one
Brahman, the infinite consciousness and deep reality.The Brahman, however, is for most people
an abstract and intangible concept that is difficult to grasp. It is much easier to understand
deities with forms and particular qualities. Another advantage of representing the Brahman with
diverse deities is that it helps counteract dogma. Rather than specifying one correct path for
approaching the realization of the Brahman, India accepted all paths as long as they led to
divine revelation. How’s that for practicality?The BrahmanLet’s take a closer look now at the term
Brahman, which is never to be confused with Lord Brahma, who is only one of many divine
images. Brahman is called truth or reality (sat) because it cannot be broken down into smaller
constituents. Therefore we can also call it deep reality. Indian thought considers things that can
be reduced to smaller parts as mere appearance (which does not necessarily mean they are
unreal). Underneath mere appearance is that which is not further reducible to anything — and
this is what Indian texts call the Brahman. It is also described as chit, infinite consciousness —
infinite both in temporal and spatial senses. Our modern scientific knowledge of physical matter



— that atoms are reducible to electrons, neutrons, and protons and that those are reducible to
subatomic particles, which are in turn further reducible — makes this principle even more
profound.Brahman has limitless potential. It is considered to be the state before and after the Big
Bang that produced the universe. It continues to exist during the unfolding of the universe
because it is touched neither by space nor by time and it gives rise to an infinite number of
universes. The realization of Brahman is thought to bestow limitless ecstasy (ananda).The
Upanishads talk about the Brahman either as nirguna (without quality) or saguna (with quality).
This does not mean that there are two different Brahmans but rather that individual human
beings will be better able to relate to one view or the other. Neither of the views is right; the only
question is, By which view can you realize the Brahman?According to the nirguna view, the
Brahman is the formless, infinite absolute. Any quality that is projected onto this formless
consciousness is already part of the relative world of manifestation. No quality can be eternal,
and therefore none can really describe the Brahman. This view is held by most schools of
Buddhism (although they don’t call it Brahman) and by Shankara’s school of Advaita Vedanta.
Islam can also be said to share this view; it forbids any depicting of the Supreme — or in fact any
qualifying of the Supreme whatsoever — because it considers any human representation as a
sullying of the infinite.Strict adherents of nirguna Brahman reject beingness as a quality of
Brahman. They consider the Brahman to be beyond being, beyond nonbeing, both being and
nonbeing simultaneously, and none of the above. They wish to express that the Brahman is
beyond any categories of the mind while also encompassing all categories the mind can think of
and even those that the mind cannot think of. In other words, the followers of the Nirguna School,
such as Shankara, consider being-ness as a “relative” category, while the Brahman is
absolute.For all those who ascribe to the nirguna view, the formless absolute is their ishtadevata,
their meditation deity. There can be no other, because they reject the notion that the Brahman
has form. This is the path of Jnana Yoga (the yoga of knowledge), which was discussed in
chapter 1.For all those who cannot or do not want to worship the formless absolute — which
probably is the majority of modern people — there is the Brahman with form (saguna). If we add
form to Brahman we arrive at the Supreme Being, often called Ishvara.6 The name Ishvara
usually does not imply a particular deity; it is also the name that Patanjali uses for the Supreme
Being. He qualifies it as little as possible.7 Nevertheless we do learn from Patanjali that the
Supreme Being utters the sacred syllable Om, is a form of consciousness different from
humans, is all knowing and unlimited by time, and is the author of yoga. This list gives us only a
very vague idea of what the Supreme Being is and leaves open the form one should use when
meditating on the Supreme.Let’s now go deeper into the qualities in which Indian thought
generally clothes the Supreme Being. In historical times Ishvara was often depicted as Trimurti,
the three-faced one. A Trimurti statue will have one head with three faces looking into different
directions, the three faces representing Lord Brahma, the creator; Lord Vishnu, the maintainer;
and Lord Shiva, the cosmic destroyer.8 The idea of the Trimurti is to show that all three are only
various faces of the one Supreme Being. Interestingly, however, Lord Brahma is not worshiped at



all in India; there is only one temple related to Brahma, and even that temple is devoted to
Brahma’s wife and not directly to him.The more commonly worshiped three deities, or forms of
the Supreme, are Lord Shiva, who stands for the pure consciousness within us; Lord Vishnu,
representing the true self; and Devi Shakti, the Mother Goddess, who represents the entire
world of creation (prakrti), our breath and life force (prana), and the ascending energy current in
the central channel of the nadi system (kundalini).These three forms of the Supreme Being are
the three main meditation images. They have been broken down into many sub-images, which
are so manifold that they may seem as numerous as the people on the planet. Since one’s
ishtadevata (meditation deity) needs exactly to meet one’s emotional needs, there could
theoretically be as many ishtadevatas as there are people.An Intimate Relationship with the
DivineYour relationship to your ishtadevata needs to become as intimate as possible. A well-
known passage of the Upanishads states, “In the core of your body is a lotus flower in which is
situated a triangular shrine. In this shrine resides the true self, in which miraculously is
assembled this entire vast universe with all its mountains, rivers, trees, oceans, stars and suns.”9
Since the entire universe is thought to be located inside the Supreme Being, this passage states
that the Supreme Being resides in our hearts. From this point of view, the many different so-
called gods are only devices that enable our individual psyches, which differ so much from one
individual to another, to meditate on and identify with the one Supreme Being in our hearts. This
brings us back to the purpose of mythology: when we listen to the myths and tales of ancient
India and start to read the texts that describe them, we become more and more familiar and
intimate with the various divine images. In due time our ishtadevata will be revealed.Once you
know your ishtadevata, you have your own private frequency through which you connect with the
Supreme Being. There is no point in squabbling over which frequency — that is, which God — is
better or more correct. The important point is that you find your frequency and enter into a
relationship with the Supreme Being in which you find guidance and offer your service.10There
is great beauty and humility in the ishtadevata concept. Your ishtadevata is your way to access
the Supreme Being, and its particularity reminds you that it is only your own limited view of the
One. You cannot criticize or belittle somebody else just because you do not understand that
person’s view of the Supreme Being. Again, there are as many ishtadevatas and routes to infinite
consciousness as there are people on Earth.True ReligionIn a larger context, this is the basis for
the practice of what I call true religion. To practice true religion means to recognize all religions,
and particularly those that appear alien to us, as an emanation of and true path to the Supreme
Being. A person who claims that truth is to be found only in the religion of his or her tribe is not
religious but merely sectarian. A sectarian has an agenda, which is mainly to prove that a
particular approach or religion is right or wrong. The emphasis of a sectarian is on controlling the
behavior of other people. A truly religious person, in contrast, is not interested in the path
through which you reach the Supreme Being but rather in whether you get there and how fast.
The emphasis is on the Supreme Being itself and its ecstatic revelation to the individual.1 Some
traditional authorities consider the Western term myth derogatory when used to describe ancient



Indian tales. This is because in modern usage, myth is also used to refer to an untrue but
commonly believed notion. But this is not the primary definition of myth, which is instead a
traditional story about the early history of a people or civilization, often including deities or other
supernatural beings. The terms myth and mythology are used here strictly in the primary sense
of the term.2 The Sanskrit term arya means “noble.” It does not refer to ethnicity but denotes
people who have a spiritual outlook on life and who accept that in the heart of every person,
however foolish he or she may appear, is an eternal, divine self.3 When Westerners first came to
India they applied their knowledge of European culture to India. Since ancient European
religions were polytheistic, Western observers projected this knowledge onto the Indian culture
and called the Indians’ devas “gods.” This led to the belief that Indians worship many different
gods.4 Skanda Purana, I, 8, 20.5 Arthur Avalon, Shakti and Shakta (Madras: Ganesh & Co.,
1994), p. 288.6 Ishvara is also listed as one of the 1,000 names of Lord Shiva, but the term is not
used here with that meaning.7 Grammatically the Brahman is masculine, feminine, and neuter
simultaneously.8 Not to be mistaken with the Brahman, the formless absolute.9 Chandogya
Upanishad 8.1.10 From time to time Indian authorities such as Shankara had to come forward
and outlaw some of these meditation images because they had led to some bizarre forms of
worship (such as the thuggees). Shankara, his advice obviously not followed by everyone,
limited “correct” worship to six divine forms: the Lord Shiva; his two sons Ganesha and Kartikeya
(often called Murugan, Ayeppa, Subramaniam, Kumara, or Skanda); the Lord Vishnu
(represented by his many avataras such as Lord Rama and Lord Krishna); the Goddess (known
by many names, including Uma, Parvati, Durga, and Devi); and finally Surya, the sun.Chapter
3Sanskrit: The Sacred Language of YogaIn this chapter I invite you to take a closer look at the
Sanskrit language. Sanskrit is both the carrier of the most extensive spiritual tradition of
humankind and the language that the Supreme Being created to teach yoga and to guide
human beings in their return to infinite consciousness. Learning at least the basics of Sanskrit is
a fundamental part of one’s yoga practice and spiritual development; in this chapter I explain
why this is so.
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Ebook Library Reader, “GOAT. This guy is the contemporary greatest of all time at explaining
Ashtanga Yoga (the mystical and the athletic part) to a western audience. Gregor, along with
Indian mystic Sadguru, are the only contemporary authorities on Yoga to bother reading and
learning from.”

Scott Campbell, “One Of The Best Books You Will Find On Yoga.. This book set the bar very
high for other books about practicing yoga. Maehle and his team have very skillfully combined a
high level of scholarship about his subject matter with an excellent execution of graphic layout
and design, photography and a non-superfluous text to make an eminently readable how-to. To
be frank, I'm not ready to practice an intermediate series of Ashtanga Yoga and I jumped at the
chance to buy the book mostly because I found it a such a great price as a used book (also
because Claudia gave it such a great review). But I was so impressed just reading the parts that
don't require one to get on the mat that I bought his 3 other books and am starting where I need
to start which is with the primary series. Buy them all - you won't be sorry.”

Robyn Capobianco, “Excellent book. Gregor Maehle does an excellent job once again on
thoroughly explaining the series, how to move in and out of the postures and addresses
potential for injury, modification and the intelligence of the sequencing. I have both of his books
and I recommend them to anyone interested in Ashtanga yoga and to yoga teachers of all styles.”

SK, “Super A-Star Recommendation!. Maehle is my Hero. A great follow-up to his first book on
the Primary series, this is probably the only book on the Ashtanga Intermediate series I have
been able to find that gives such detailed, in-depth explanations on the poses. And it covers
everything from anatomy to the myths/ legends behind the names of the poses to how the pose
affects you physically and also energetically. I've only been given up until the first few poses in
the Intermediate series, but have already found this book a huge help, leading to a greater depth
of my understanding of the series. A highly, highly recommended book. Well done (yet again),
Maehle!”

Penny Smith, “Astanga Yogini. Love this book. Great addition to my ever growing collection of
everything yoga. Thoughtfully written in an easy to read and understand style. Love, love, love
the material on the 8 limbs/sutras. Maehle's first book also has a wonderful discussion on the
yoga sutras which will assist everyone in understandinding and begin to live by the cryptic text.”

Lars Neises, “One of the best references books on Ashtanga Yoga. Maehle is a talented writer.
His descriptions of yoga poses are priceless. One of the best references books on Ashtanga
Yoga. Easily complements one's personal practice.”



Kristen L. Hedene, “Ashtanga Intermediate series. This book is just as awesome as the first.
Great photos of all the poses & great descriptions too. How to get into the pose, how to adapt
while you're learning, what are the benefits of each pose, drishti for each pose. Also, great
philosophical info about Ashtanga & yoga in general.”

Debbie Schroeder, “Five Stars. good to read and see what to move towards as beginer
practicing mysore”

btg, “what a great book. this book is absolutely great. it is the follow-up to his book on the
Primary Series, also an amazing book. anyone that has studied the Ashtanga system for a while
and has developed some level of competence will, in my humble opinion, benefit very much
from reading it .... and be humbled by the fact that they probably aren't as proficient in the
Primary Series as they once thought.”

Amy J. L. Soska, “Finally - a yogi with a high level of anatomical knowledge.. I love Gregor's
books. He evidently has a huge depth of knowledge of the ancient traditions of yoga, but is
sufficiently skilled in the scientific study of anatomy that he's able to deconstruct asana in order
to teach them properly. I booked a workshop with him, just to learn more after reading his books.”

Veva, “good condition. all very good”

Petra Yoga, “Fantastic Book - Such an amazing help for the practice. Thank you Gregor for the
wonderful books you have written. They are very educational and inspirational, at the same
time.  Looking forward to meeting you and studying with you in London in 2013.”

Miss Ren, “Five Stars. Love it so much.”

The book by Gregor Maehle has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 82 people have provided feedback.
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